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Attachment 1:  Program Agreement 

Applicant Information

Amendment Number

Amendment number (For amendments only; enter N/A when completing this form to apply for grant funds): 

Organization CDN

Vendor ID

ESC

Address City ZIP

Primary Contact Email Phone

Secondary Contact Email Phone

Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a 
binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct 
and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally 
binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and 
compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.  
I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable, 
and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA): 

LOI application, guidelines, and instructions

General and application-specific Provisions and Assurances

Debarment and Suspension Certification

Lobbying Certification

Authorized Official Name Title

Email Phone

Signature Date

Campus UEI
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must 
comply with these assurances. 
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.

1. The applicant provides assurance that program funds will supplement (increase the level of service), and not supplant 
(replace) state mandates, State Board of Education rules, and activities previously conducted with state or local funds. The 
applicant provides assurance that state or local funds may not be decreased or diverted for other purposes merely 
because of the availability of these funds. The applicant provides assurance that program services and activities to be 
funded from this LOI will be supplementary to existing services and activities and will not be used for any services or 
activities required by state law, State Board of Education rules, or local policy.

2. The applicant provides assurance that the application does not contain any information that would be protected by the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) from general release to the public.

3. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Statutory and TEA Program requirements as noted in the 
2023-2024 Effective Advising Planning Grant Program Guidelines.

4. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Performance Measures, as noted in the 2023-2024 Effective 
Advising Planning Grant Program Guidelines, and shall provide to TEA, upon request, any performance data necessary to 
assess the success of the program.

5. The applicant assures that any Electronic Information Resources (EIR) produced as part of this agreement will comply 
with the State of Texas Accessibility requirements as specified in 1 TAC 206, 1 TAC Chapter 213, Federal Section 508 
standards, and the WCAG 2.0 AA Accessibility Guidelines.  

The LEA or ESC submitting this application is the fiscal agent of a planned SSA. All participating agencies will enter 
into a written SSA agreement describing the fiscal agent and SSA member responsibilities. All participants 
understand that the “Shared Services Arrangement Attachment” must be completed and signed by all SSA 
members, and submitted to TEA before the NOGA is issued.

Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are permitted for this grant. Check the box below if applying as fiscal agent. 

Shared Services Arrangements
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Program Requirements
1.  Summary of Program: a) Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. b) Describe how this program will support 
individual planning in the context of comprehensive school counseling. c) Describe how this program will foster innovation in CTE programming and/or 
promote careers pathways aligned to high-skill, high-wage careers or industries. 
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Program Requirements, cont'd.
2. Project Leadership:  a) Explain the EAF Coach selection. Include the following: Who will serve as the EAF Coach(es)? What are this person's qualifications and what is 
your justification for selecting them as the EAF Coach? What percentage of time will the EAF Coach(es) be allocated to this project? Include any other roles the EAF Coach 
holds and the percentage of time they are allocated to other projects, not to exceed 100%. If selecting more than one EAF Coach, indicate which district(s) each coach will 
be held accountable for supporting for the duration of the grant cycle.

b) Provide an overview of the EAF Coach Strategy for implementing this project. Include the following: What is the training and communication strategy the EAF 
Coach(es) will use to ensure participating districts fulfill their commitments to the deliverables of this project? How will the EAF Coach(es) monitor progress toward 
completion of deliverables? How will an EAF Coach intervene, if necessary, with districts who are not meeting expectations?

c) Provide an overview of the ESC's strategy for overseeing this project. Include the following:  How will the ESC ensure the EAF Coach(es) have the necessary time and 
resources to successfully complete all grant requirements? How will the ESC monitor the performance of the EAF Coach(es) and track progress toward grant deliverables? 
What protocol and strategy will be followed if the ESC recognizes the EAF Coach is at risk or if they are notified by TEA that an EAF Coach is at-risk? What steps will be 
taken if the ESC does not retain the selected EAF Coach(es) for the entirety of the grant? How will the ESC ensure the grant project is integrated with other internal efforts?
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

3.  District Leadership:  a) Provide an overview of the selection process for partner school districts. Include the following: an outline of the process you undertook to 
select partner districts, reasoning behind your selection, considering key elements such as current initiatives, participation in other projects, district and/or campus level 
leadership, etc., if any, that informed the selection.  
 
b) Explain in detail how the districts you have selected meet the CTE defined criteria listed in the Eligible Applications section of these Program Guidelines. Include 
information for each criterion met by the individual districts.  

c) Explain Project Lead selection. Who are the identified Project Leads at each partner district and what are their qualifications to serve as Project Lead? Include the 

strategy for each district selection of a Project Lead and how the district will ensure this person has the necessary time and resources to successfully complete grant 

deliverables.  

 

Program Requirements, cont'd.
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Program Requirements, cont'd.
4.  Budget Justification:  Describe how the proposed budget will meet the needs and goals of the proposed program. Include justification for the specific funding 
allocations in the proposed budget and provide detail on stipends and hours expected for services rendered. 
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Equitable Access and Participation
Check the appropriate box below to indicate whether any barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups 
that receive services funded by this program.

The applicant assures that no barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups receiving services 
funded by this program.
Barriers exist to equitable access and participation for the following groups receiving services funded by this grant, as 
described below.

Group Barrier

Group Barrier

Group Barrier

Group Barrier

PNP Equitable Services
Are any private nonprofit schools located within the applicant's boundaries?

Yes No

If you answered "No" to the preceding question, stop here. You have completed the section. Proceed to the next page.
Are any private nonprofit schools participating in the program?

Yes No

If you answered "No" to the preceding question, stop here. You have completed the section. Proceed to the next page.

5A: Assurances
The LEA assures that it discussed all consultation requirements as listed in Section 1117(b)(1) and/or 
Section 8501(c)(1), as applicable, with all eligible private nonprofit schools located within the LEA's boundaries.
The LEA assures the appropriate Affirmations of Consultation will be provided to TEA's PNP Ombudsman in the 
manner and time requested. 

5B: Equitable Services Calculation 

1. LEA's student enrollment

2. Enrollment of all participating private schools

3. Total enrollment of LEA and all participating PNPs (line 1 plus line 2)

4. Total current-year program allocation

5. LEA reservation for direct administrative costs, not to exceed the program's defined limit 

6. Total LEA amount for provision of ESSA PNP equitable services (line 4 minus line 5)

7. Per-pupil LEA amount for provision of ESSA PNP equitable services (line 6 divided by line 3)

LEA's total required ESSA PNP equitable services reservation (line 7 times line 2)
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Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)

An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the 
"When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to 
be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current 
authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections 
of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget 
Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template. 
 

You may duplicate this page

Amended Section Reason for Amendment

https://tea.texas.gov/Finance_and_Grants/Administering_a_Grant.aspx
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SAS #
701A-24
2023-2024 Effective Advising Planning Grant
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Applicant Information
Amendment Number
Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.  I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable, and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA): 
Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must comply with these assurances.
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.
Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are permitted for this grant. Check the box below if applying as fiscal agent. 
Shared Services Arrangements
Program Requirements
1.  Summary of Program: a) Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. b) Describe how this program will support individual planning in the context of comprehensive school counseling. c) Describe how this program will foster innovation in CTE programming and/or promote careers pathways aligned to high-skill, high-wage careers or industries.
1.  Summary of Program:  Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include (1) program goals, deliverables, milestones, and roles and responsibilities, (2) strategy for coordinating efforts with Effective Advising Program Leads, (3) facilitation and support strategy for participating and individual districts, and (4) communication strategy. 
Program Requirements, cont'd.
Program Requirements, cont'd.
Program Requirements, cont'd.
Equitable Access and Participation
Check the appropriate box below to indicate whether any barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups that receive services funded by this program.
PNP Equitable Services
Are any private nonprofit schools located within the applicant's boundaries?
If you answered "No" to the preceding question, stop here. You have completed the section. Proceed to the next page.
Are any private nonprofit schools participating in the program?
If you answered "No" to the preceding question, stop here. You have completed the section. Proceed to the next page.
5A: Assurances
5B: Equitable Services Calculation 
Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)
An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the "When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template.
You may duplicate this page
Amended Section
Reason for Amendment
9.0.0.0.20091029.1.612548.606130
2021-2022 Effective Advising Planning for New Coaches
Education Service Center Regio
13
5701 Springdale Road
Austin
78723
Sally Partridge
sally.partridge@esc13.txed.net
512-919-5220
Annie Molina
annie.molina@esc13.txed.net
512-919-5236
Dr. Rich Elsasser
Executive Director 
rich.elsasser@esc13.txed.net
512-919-5301
GCDDX6H7JRB5
A. Ms. Xochitl Martinez was selected as EAF Coach based on her role as the Coordinator for College, Career, and Military Readiness (CCMR). Ms. Martinez has a strong understanding of the Texas Model for Comprehensive School Counseling Programs and utilizes the model to guide all training, support, resources, and information disseminated to our LEAs. She holds a Master of Education from St. Mary’s University and has over 15 years experience working with students in CCMR. Ms. Martinez will allocate up to 35% of her time (650 working hours) to support districts in designing and developing their respective plans. The remaining time and effort will be allocated to the following projects; note that percentages change monthly: College and Career Readiness services, CTE Summer Grant, and Tri-Agency Grant for Regional Conveners. Please contact ESC 13 for the full breakdown of percentages of time allocated to each project by month.B) The EAF Coach will utilize the following milestones to ensure participating districts fulfill their commitments to project deliverables: calendar meetings between EAF Coach and EAF Leads/EAF teams; monthly training agendas; TEA approval of EAP Plan components for each district (EAP Team Roster and EAP Mission, Vision, and Data-Driven Goals); completed district needs assessments and diagnostics; Data Collection Plan; EAP K-12 Advising Milestones and Grade-Level Benchmarks; EAP Staff and Training Plan; EAP Communication Plan; and EAP Sustainability Plan. The EAF Coach will collect nine-week assessment data to monitor progress towards the District program goal. The data collected will include survey data, scenario data, and state related data (report cards, PEIMS, etc). The EAF Coach will then meet with EAF Leads and teams to review quarterly benchmark results to modify or adjust initiatives in order to progress towards specific deliverables and key milestones outlined in the project plan. For the first quarter benchmark, each district will develop the plan and timeline to begin measuring progress towards program requirements and deliverables. At the subsequent quarterly  benchmarks, the EAF Coach will identify any milestones that are ahead, behind, or on time and compare the current schedule to the baseline schedule to ensure alignment. Further enhancing programming options including assistance in recruiting industry partners for support (i.e. guest speakers), co-teaching, mentoring, internships, and externships will be considered and implemented as needed by each district team. Intentional and structured support by the EAF Coach will be provided as needed for the group of pilot schools collectively and also individually. Additionally, virtual office hours will be available in addition to one-on-one consultations with districts in order to complete grant deliverables. If deliverables and/or milestones are not met, the EAF Coach will immediately notify the designated EAF Lead and plan a meeting to review the missed deadlines/milestones, brainstorm solutions, and consider advantages/disadvantages to each solution. The EAF Coach will summarize the issue and its resolution in an email to the appropriate TEA Program Manager and TEA may choose to provide an alternative resolution if warranted.C. The ESC has determined the amount of time and resources needed to complete all grant requirements based on past experience participating in this grant. The ESC will monitor the performance of EAF coaches and track progress toward grant deliverables by following all program guidelines and reporting deadlines. If the ESC recognizes that an EAF coach is at-risk, additional coaching will be provided. Regarding retention, the ESC may call on an interim coach who has previously received the EAF Coach training and designation to support work with districts until the position can be filled. The ESC will ensure the grant project is integrated with the ESC High School Student Advising Cooperative. This cooperative focuses on identifying the four components of the EAF to increase postsecondary outcomes. Grant participants will have access to participation in this cooperative. Additionally the EAF coach will collaborate with the ESC CTE and Career Readiness Coordinators to provide guidance in interpreting labor market data, IBC and Program of Study alignment, student outreach measures, work-based learning, and in connecting to regional workforce representatives. 
A) To meet ESC 13 and TEA’s goal of shared responsibilities for program sustainability and intentional programming outcomes, ESC 13 identified Georgetown ISD and Katherine Anne Porter School based on previous participation in comprehensive counseling programming offerings and previous participation in other related programming within ESC 13, such as CTE support and learning and CCMR training. Georgetown ISD was selected to participate in the EAP based on district initiatives and goals to move toward a comprehensive school counseling program for all counselors that aligns with the Texas Model. In the '24 - '25 school year, GISD will open a Future Ready Center for advanced CTE courses.  With this project coming online for students in the near future, GISD continues to lay the groundwork for a K-12 advising system to accompany this center.  Through both district level and campus level efforts, school counselors utilize multiple sources of data to inform goal setting and generate a principal's agreement annually. The district’s goal is to align these components for each campus so that every campus in GISD applies and is awarded with the CREST award through TSCA. Katherine Anne Porter School (KAPS) was selected to participate in the EAP based on the initiatives the district/campus has taken in preparing and providing students with postsecondary opportunities; KAPS has an MOU with Austin Community College (ACC) to offer Dual Credits, is a P-TECH campus offering 27 college credits from ACC leading to a Level I, Industry Based Certification or can also lead to earning an Associate Degree, KAPS provides SAT/ACT/TSI prep classes. KAPS will actively participate in the ESC 13’s School Counseling Program by sending counselors to the New Counselor Institute, Rising Counselor Leaders Cohort, High School Lead Counselor Collaborative regional monthly meetings. KAPS is strongly committed to partner with military recruiters to promote a career in the military and the district superintendent is deeply committed and understands the significance of providing postsecondary opportunities to all students matching the workforce needs. B) Georgetown ISD and Katherine Anne Porter School meet the CTE defined criteria by meeting the threshold of 25% or more of the total student population in Grades 9-12 who are CTE concentrators or completers. Data from 2021-22 shows that at Georgetown ISD, 1957 of their 4165 Grade 9-12 students were CTE Concentrators/Completers; at Katherine Anne Porter School, 22 of their 74 Grade 9-12 students were CTE Concentrators/Completers. The Georgetown ISD CTE Concentrator/Completer Percentage is 47% and Katherine Anne Porter School is 30%. Additionally Georgetown ISD meets the CTE defined criteria of a CTE program with 200 or more CTE concentrators or completers in grades 9-12. C) Georgetown ISD Project Lead: The project will be led by the Coordinator of Counseling Services, Amy Rodriguez.  Amy has multiple years of experience as a high school lead counselor where she is well versed in advising practices as well as leading other school counselors and families.  After her work as a lead high school counselor, Amy transitioned to the Coordinator of Counseling Services role where she intentionally worked to develop and grow in the areas of elementary and middle school practices while creating the conditions for all GISD campuses to implement a comprehensive school counseling program.  Amy has not been assigned the task of leading this project but has a strong internal desire to lead this work.  Amy will be supported by the Director of Counseling Services (David Rainey) to ensure that she is both supported and has the resources necessary to complete the grant deliverables.Katherine Anne Porter School Project Lead: The project will be led by the school’s superintendent, Dr. Subhas Mathew. Dr. Mathew has over 20 years of experience in education, both nationally and internationally and has taught elementary/middle school science, high school accounting, banking. In addition Dr. Mathew has served as the campus principal for three campuses, was district accountability coordinator, and is a strong advocate for public education -especially providing postsecondary CCMR opportunities. Dr. Mathew has earned his doctorate from University of North Texas in Educational Leadership.
Payroll Costs: Ms. Xochitl Martinez will serve as the EAF Coach at ESC 13 for the grant program. Payroll costs to account for 35% of time (650 working hours) spent on the grant will be $31,028 with $8,669 to cover approximately 28% of employee benefits for a total of $39,697.Professional and Contracted Services: ESC 13 will reserve $10,000 in funds for software and technology to support data collection and tracking in order to streamline postsecondary planning, activities, and tracking at each LEA. In addition, ESC 13 will reserve $5,000 to leverage work-based learning opportunities offered through CTE programs by working with a local contractor to strategically enhance and support programs of study offerings aligned to regional high-growth, high-demand occupations and to help highlight the career pathways into these occupations. Professional and contract services that do not require specific approval amount to $3,501. Total professional and contract services amount to $18,501Supplies and Materials: $3,200 is assigned for additional supplies and materials that do not require specific approval.Other Operating Costs: ESC 13 will reserve the majority of the budget for stipends for non-employees. Designated Effective Advising Program Leads at each participating school district will receive $10,000 (2 x $10,000 = $20,000). Stipends for Effective Advising Program Team members at each of the participating school districts will receive a total of $15,000 tobe distributed according to considerations and hours outlined in the Program Agreement (2 x $15,000 = $30,000); steering committee team members will receive stipend amounts aligned to the time and effort allocated to the project. Additionally, $3,054 is allotted within the remaining 6400s for travel funds to allow for onsite visits and training as needed. The total amount allotted for other operating costs is $53,054.Total Direct Costs: $114,452 Indirect Costs: ESC 13 will receive $5,548 in indirect costs (5%).Total of All Budgeted Costs: $120,000 
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	6. The applicant assures that any Electronic Information Resources (EIR) produced as part of this agreement will comply with the State of Texas Accessibility requirements as specified in 1 TAC 206, 1 TAC Chapter 213, Federal Section 508 standards, and the WCAG 2.0 AA Accessibility Guidelines. : 1
	Check this box if you are applying for this grant as fiscal agent of a planned SSA. If you are selected for grant funding, you and your member LEAs must complete a written SSA agreement, which is subject to negotiation before grant funding can be issued.: 
	Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include the overall mission and specific needs of the organization. Describe how the program will address the mission and needs. : A) ESC 13 will work with identified district partners (Georgetown ISD and Katherine Anne Porter School) to plan an Effective Advising Program (EAP) to expand opportunities for every student to complete postsecondary opportunities and career pathways that lead to credentials with competitive labor market options. Each EAP will utilize the Effective Advising Framework (EAF) to improve the individual planning comprehensive school counseling program component via strategic planning and support students through an integrated advising approach that empowers learners in planning and monitoring progress towards their college, career, and military readiness goals. Each EAP will also foster opportunities for building pathways for pre-apprenticeships, apprenticeships, work-based learning, and internships by bridging relationships with workforce partners. The EAF Coach will provide technical coaching, training, and support to districts based on grant requirements, TEA trainings, prior work with schools, the schools’ data and achievements, and needs assessment survey results. With guidance from the EAF Coach, identified districts will create, disseminate, and gather data points to drive coaching plans and EAP Plan components.With guidance from the EAF Coach, EAF Leads will assess current individual planning practices per the Texas Model for Comprehensive School Counseling Program to help successfully develop EAP Plan components to create a strategic program through the key levers, district commitments, essential actions, and key practices.Upon grant award, ESC 13 will schedule a kickoff meeting with TEA in September 2023 to establish project outcomes, timelines, delivery of agreed upon deliverables, and communication protocols to support the management of district partners. ESC 13 will attend regular training sessions with TEA and will meet as needed to ensure continued alignment on program expectations. The EAF Coach will be responsible for facilitating communication between participants and TEA. At the start of the grant period, the EAF Coach will meet with each individual EAF Lead to share initial communication to include an overview of the project, establish meeting dates, and ensure commitments of the steering committee. With support from the EAF Coach, the EAF Lead will collect data to evaluate current advising practices (CSCP Individual Planning Component) and initiatives that impact student enrollment in programs and learning opportunities beyond the high school diploma. Collecting and reviewing specific data points will be instrumental to defining strengths and weaknesses in each district’s advising program. To inform the Data Collection Plan, each EAF Lead will conduct a needs assessment with stakeholders, complete an Effective Advising Diagnostic Assessment, and gather additional data points.Each district partner will be provided support through technical assistance, coaching, data review, and collaborative opportunities throughout the year provided directly by the EAF Coach. Through scheduled training and individual consultation appointments, districts will develop and monitor their EAP. A focus on equitable education and lessons for career awareness and development will have programming that includes the following priorities based on the Texas Model for Comprehensive School Counseling Program Individual Planning systems: (1) facilitate learners’ ability to achieve their potential by helping them set and attain challenging educational, career, and personal/social goals based on various types of information (2) implementing ways to enhance learning and achievement for all students, including special populations, by promoting a cooperative, comprehensive, and purposeful learning environment. B) Because we know that the implementation of a high-quality comprehensive, developmental school counseling program benefits all populations served through the program, a comprehensive counseling program will be aligned and this will be a focus included throughout each pilot district partner’s plan. With the counseling initiatives including EAF components, the individual planning programming component at each campus will support students’ skill development in achieving their educational, career, and personal/social goals based on positive relationships with school counselors/internal campus partners, strong leadership and planning, regular communication and strategic touch points with school counselors and advisors, build an internal school culture of advising, effective external partnerships, and high quality tools & resources.C) The EAP will foster innovation in CTE programming by leveraging the Effective Advising Framework to establish best practices and strategies in the following: Middle School Career exploration, including endorsement and career cluster knowledge and planning; high school pathway development; and career exploration activities and instruction. Additionally, the EAP will provide opportunities to implement vertical alignment of career pathway exploration, exposure, and instruction, such as using career exploration strategies from the work-based learning continuum in K-8 grade. Additionally, the following practices will ensure CTE programming is integrated throughout the framework: high school Program of Study alignment to IBC attainment, Work-Based Learning initiatives and planning, Post-secondary planning with an industry/career focus, reviewing CCMR data in evaluating programming and current career education strategies, dual enrollment advising with a focus on CTE dual enrollment opportunities, Using Labor Market Inventory to determine the top five industries to consider areas of focus, along with industry and workforce development data when reviewing programs of study offerings and in student pathway advising. There will also be a focus on middle skill career pathways based on LMI data.  
	1.  (cont'd) Summary of Program:  Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include (1) program goals, deliverables, milestones, and roles and responsibilities, (2) strategy for coordinating efforts with Effective Advising Program Leads, (3) facilitation and support strategy for participating and individual districts, and (4) communication strategy. : 
	2.  School District Partner Selection:  Outline the process you took to identify and select districts to participate in the Effective Advising Planning Pilot. What are the key elements that informed your selection? How will you ensure that participating districts fulfill their commitment to develop an Effective Advising Program Plan?: 
	Outline the required qualifications and experience for primary project lead (EAF Coach) in the implementation and delivery of the program. Include whether the position is existing or proposed.: 
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